
     Fact Sheet 

Using Celestron Sky Portal and Wifi Scopes 

First Align Red Dot StarFinder 

1. Put Red Dot StarFinder onto telescope 

2. Using low power (25mm or 40mm) eyepiece in telescope point the scope at something terrestrial 

(on Earth) that is at least 200m away. ( A light pole, telegraph pole or edge of a building are the best 

objects) 

3. Centre it in the eyepiece of the telescope. 

4. Turn on Red Dot Starfinder and using the knob on the side at the front adjust left or right and the 

knob under the rear to adjust up and down, to align the Red Dot Starfinder to the same point that 

the telescope is pointing at. 

5. Once this is done we can proceed with the alignment. 

Making a connection 

Turn on Telescope or Wi Fi Module  

On Smart Phone or Tablet go to Settings  

Turn on Wi Fi 

Look for Connection either SKYLINK Q or Celestron …… 

Select this connection 

Wait for tick at side to show connection complete 

Shut Settings and go to Sky Portal App 

In Sky Portal press Connect and Align 

You will see a message  0 of 3 stars 

Using the Direction buttons on the screen (Up /Down,  Left / Right) 

Drive the telescope to a bright star whilst looking through Red Dot Starfinder. 

When the Red Dot Starfinder is on the bright star press ENTER 

This will slow the telescopes movement 

Now Centre the star in the Eyepiece , when the star is in the center of the field of view press ALIGN 

The message should now display 1of 3 stars 

 

Please turn over to continue alignment 



Find another bright star about two hand spans away (about 60 degrees) 

Center this star in the Red Dot Starfinder and Press ENTER 

Again this will slow the telescopes movement 

Now Centre the star in the Eyepiece , when the star is in the center of the field of view press ALIGN 

The message should now display 2 of 3 stars 

 

Find another bright star about two hand spans away (about 60 degrees) 

Center this star in the Red Dot Starfinder and Press ENTER 

Again this will slow the telescopes movement 

Now Centre the star in the Eyepiece , when the star is in the center of the field of view press ALIGN 

The message should now display 3 of 3 stars 

ALIGNMENT SUCCESSFUL 

  

The SCREEN of the SKY PORTAL APP will now display the same area that the scope is pointed at.  

Using the SKY PORTAL APP you can resize the charts to suit 

By pointing at an object on the portal a cross hair will be displayed and by pressing got the scope will slew 

to the object. 

 

 

 

Enjoy the Night Sky 

 

Team Bintel 

 

 

 


